Some observations on conserved polar side chains in immunoglobulin V-domains.
1. The roles of conserved polar residues have been studied in 12 V-domains for which atomic coordinates are available. 2. In most cases a particular residue had a similar side chain conformation in all V-domains examined and the polar group provided the same hydrogen bonds which helped to stabilize the conformations of the domains. 3. In the case of a conserved glutamine/glutamic acid residue the buried side chain could adopt a variety of conformations and the polar group could form different hydrogen bonds from one domain to another. However, they contributed similarly to domain stability. 4. In the case of a conserved threonine/serine residue its side chain showed relative rotations of up to 180 degrees from one domain to another. The hydroxyl group could be buried or exposed at the domain surface. In some domains it formed hydrogen bonds to two other protein atoms but in other domains there was a single hydrogen bond or none at all. The varied roles of this residue are discussed in the text.